
Job Title: Industrial Designer

Qualification: Masters or Bachelors degree in Mechanical Engineering.

Period: Full-time

Job purpose:
We are looking for talented and innovative Industrial designers who can create capable products and
experiences for users. You will be working on camera assembly designs from prototyping early concepts
through production maintaining industrial trends and market needs. You will be interpreting and translating
the complex technologies into simple and beautiful products and user experiences.

Duties & Responsibilities:
-Carrying out industrial design for camera assemblies.
-Revising designs based upon the operational feedbacks from clients.
-Carrying out consumer research and competitive marketplace analysis to understand design trends
and product limitations.
-Investigating appropriate materials and production processes. 
-Draft sketches and illustrations of designs and prototyping.
-Perform research on appearance, safety, function, serviceability and budget.
-Carrying out the designs from concept stage through mass production with cross functional teams
including: research, user-interface, software and hardware engineers, marketing, product management and
external vendors. 
-Understanding and rationalizing feedback and issues from these teams as they arise.
-Create compelling visual presentations and design stories showing solutions and context for both peers, top
leadership, customers and verbally deliver in a convincing manner.
-Create original concepts as part of design team.
-Align concept to Brand and Business goals. Focus on the user. 

Required Skills & Experience:
-Experience applying in user- centered design process.
-Demonstrated proficiency in design thinking, making simple and elegant design solutions.
-Prior experience in product design and user experience best practices.
-Experience with designing and shipping challenging and innovative consumer products.
-Experience in design (proportions, color, form, typography, presentation) and a sense of design & visual
culture (graphics, functionality, fashion, ergonomics, cultural & technological trends, history).
-Strong understanding of mechanical design, manufacturing and engineering requirements and constraints.
-Experience in products that include hardware-software user experience.
-Experience in consumer electronics and mobile industry.
-Excellent in visualizing concepts using industry standard 2D and 3D tools such as: Photoshop/Illustrator,
Rhino, Solidworks, Creo, Alias and Keyshot.
-Excellent written, listening and oral communication skills.

Minimum Qualifications:
-BA/BS in Industrial Design/ Product Design equivalent practical experience. 

How to Apply:
Send your resume and portfolio to careers@dreamvu.com 
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